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Introduction
At what point will Robots replace humans during sex? It definitely won't be too much farther in the
future, and if you need proof... check out Fucking Machine 1000! This machine sex site features
exclusive videos of sexy ladies getting their orgasms by applying mechanical love to their fuck spots
and cranking up the power until their orgasm crosses the finish line. Also, as a member of The Tongue if
you sign up through this website you get a $10 discount off the monthly price!

Adult Review
Have you ever seen a sex machine in action? It pumps away steadily, never needing a break, just ramming or humming or
vibrating all day long. Is it any wonder that the pornstars at Fucking Machines 1000 are completely and utterly addicted to the
feel of these turbo charged machines between their legs? The sheer pleasure that they get from orgasming without end is
enough to keep them around, let alone the fact that they can fire them up at will.
  
  It does take a special breed of pornstar to show up and take on the machine - Fucking Machine 1000 has 60 episodes of
these sex crazed whores that are dying to be pounded away at for hours. Every episode has a photo and video set featuring the
action, and the site updates weekly. It might just take the pornstars a week to recover from the mind blowing orgasms that
they have been getting. 
  
  Each of the episodes has both a video and a photo set to get you going. Both the videos and the photos capture the intense
and extreme penetration action, getting close enough to let you see the pussy juice pouring out of their overstimulated slits. 
  
  The video options give you plenty of viewing flexibility, although it would be nice if they had included clip downloads
along with their full scene versions. If you're seeking the best quality, the Xvid offers all you could want and then some - it
comes in at 576x432 and 2mbps. The WMV is slightly lower quality, but also much faster to download, and the MP4 is
waiting for the mobile device of choice. You can also take a look at the flash streaming video, either while you're
downloading or instead of waiting. No matter what option you try, you get a DRM free video to enjoy for as long as you'd
like.
  
  Usually you would expect vidcaps for a site like Fucking Machine 1000, but they've actually went the extra mile and
provided high quality 1024x680 digital stills. These freeze frames of the extreme insertion action really shows off the
expression on these pornstar's faces - locked in orgasm, pleasure too intense for them to handle almost.
  
  Fucking Machine 1000 also gives you access to a rather hefty network. Although there isn't a ton of additional sex machine
action, there are various fetishes and niches galore here. There are 23,000 scenes and counting, along with over 120 bonus
sites that will keep your dick going in between the weekly updates. If you're looking for a fascinating fetish and a strong
network, then you're in the right place.

Porn Summary
Fucking Machine 1000 pits tireless machines against the most orgasm hungry pornstars in the business - and it's safe to say
that the machines win out in the end, after multiple orgasms and a machine covered in pussy juice. Weekly updates, a healthy
collection, and a massive network all add up to a quality experience.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'With The Tongue discount the machine oil costs more than your membership!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 85 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 75
Support: 85 Unique: 86    Taste: 84        Final: 83
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